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Recycling Krylov subspaces and reducing deflation
subspaces for solving sequence of linear systems

Abstract: This paper presents deflation strategies related to recycling Krylov subspace me-
thods for solving one or a sequence of linear systems of equations. Besides well-known strategies
of deflation, Ritz- and harmonic Ritz-based deflation, we introduce an SVD-based deflation tech-
nique. We consider the recycling in two contexts, recycling the Krylov subspace between the
cycles of restarts and recycling a deflation subspace when the matrix changes in a sequence of
linear systems. Numerical experiments on real-life reservoir simulations demonstrate the impact
of our proposed strategy.

Key-words: Krylov subspaces, iterative linear solvers, recyling, deflation, reduction, svd
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4 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

1 Introduction

We consider the system
Ax = b (1)

where A ∈ Cn×n is non-singular and diagonalizable, b ∈ Cn is a right-hand side vector and
x ∈ Cn is the vector of unknowns. We are interested in solving (1) by using a Krylov iterative
method. GMRES [13], CG [5] and BiCG [9] are widely used Krylov subspace methods. Several
works have studied the impact of the spectrum of the matrix A on the convergence rate of Krylov
methods [9, 12, 8, 7, 17]. It was noticed that the small and nearly isolated eigenvalues induce a
slow rate of convergence. In order to have robustness and fast convergence, a deflation subspace
correction can annihilate the impact of this part of the spectrum. Different types of deflation
techniques depending on the Hermitian structure of the matrix A are described in the literature
[8, 3, 7]. These strategies construct a deflation subspace during the iterative solver. Usually,
deflation subspaces in recycling methods are approximations of eigenspaces. In [3], the authors
propose an approximation by using the Ritz vectors. To preserve the structure of the Arnoldi
procedure, Morgan presented the deflation of harmonic Ritz vectors [8]. Few papers discuss the
impact of singular vectors on the convergence of Krylov methods. In [15], Simoncini shows the
impact of very small singular values on the convergence of several restarted variants of Krylov
methods when the right-hand side has a large coefficient in the direction of the left singular
vector. This work inspired us to think about deflation of approximate singular vectors rather
than eigenvectors.

In several applications, we have to solve successive linear systems Aix = bi where Ai ≈
Ai+1, e.g., large eigenvalue problems or the Newton’s method for solving nonlinear systems.
Furthermore, the Newton’s method combined with a Constrained Pressure Residual (CPR [18,
14]) solver have both cases, Ai ≈ Ai+1 and Ai = Ai+1. Thus, the deflation subspace that is
built during the solution of Aix = bi can be useful to solve Ai+1x = bi+1. In [10], the authors
present the method GCRO-DR that benefits from previous solutions when solving a sequence
of linear systems. In the Hermetian case, Vuik et al. [17] prove that for any deflation subspace
the effective condition number of the preconditioned and deflated matrix is smaller than the
effective condition number of the preconditioned matrix without deflation. However, this is not
true for the non-symmetric case. Moreover, we will see in the numerical experiments 7 how the
deflation subspace, in several cases might deteriorate the convergence of the method. Thus, when
considering a new matrix in the sequence of linear systems, it is important to check whether the
deflation subspace is appropriate or not. For this aim, we introduce different strategies to reduce
the deflation subspace based on the approximation type of the deflation.

We introduce the deflation based on singular vectors. We generalize the formulation of exact
deflation for a symmetric linear system given in [17] to general linear systems. Then we derive
the approximation strategy for deflating the singular vectors. We compare the combination of the
reduction of the deflation subspace and the deflation of singular vectors to the existing method
GCRO −DR on a sequence of linear systems arising from reservoirs simulations. Since we are
interested in solving a sequence of linear systems, we follow the presentation of Parks et al. in
[10].

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we give a brief review about
the Krylov subspace and the Arnoldi procedure, and then we present the deflation subspace
correction. Afterwards, we review the method GCRO-DR [10] with an abstract deflation subspace
related to the previous search subspace. In Section 3, we introduce the deflation of singular
vectors. We generalize the formulation of deflation of exact eigenspaces in the Hermitian case
[17] to the non-symmetric case. Section 4 presents strategies of recovering deflation vectors for
GCRO-DR. At first, we recall the Ritz pairs and the harmonic Ritz pairs, and then we introduce

Inria



Recycling Krylov subspaces 5

a strategy of deflating approximate singular vectors. In Section 5, we present the reduction of
the deflation subspace in recycling Krylov subspace methods. For each type of deflated vectors
we propose a reduction strategy. Section 6 details the parallel implementation of the method and
analyzes its computation and communication cost. In Section 7, we compare the three variants
of deflation techniques combined with reduction of deflation subspace on a sequence of linear
systems arising from reservoirs simulations.

2 Background
In this section, we review the Krylov subspaces, the Arnoldi procedure, and the exact deflation

of eigenvectors. We review the GCRO-DR algorithm to which we propose a modification in the
following sections.

Notation
For an integer m > 0 we refer to the m ×m identity matrix as Im. Let the integers m > 0,

p > 0, and let hij ∈ C, for i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , p, we refer to the matrix whose (i, j) coefficient
is hi,j for i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , p as (hij)1≤i≤m

1≤j≤p
. If for some pair (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i ≤ m

and 1 ≤ j ≤ p the element hi,j is not defined, it is set to zero. Let H = (hi,j)1≤i≤m
1≤j≤p

∈ Cm×p, we

refer to the matrix (hi,j)1≤i≤m−1
1≤j≤p

∈ C(m−1)×p as H. The matrix (hi,j)2≤i≤m
1≤j≤p

∈ C(m−1)×p as H.

2.1 Krylov subspaces and Arnoldi procedure
The Krylov subspace of dimension k > 0 associated to A and b is defined as

Kk(A, b) = span
{
b, Ab, . . . , Ak−1b

}
. (2)

Let
kA,b = min

P∈P
P (0)=1

{deg(P ) | P (A)b = 0},

where P represents the set of polynomials with complex coefficients. The vectors b, Ab, . . . , Ak−1b
for k ≤ kA,b form a basis of the Krylov subspace. Due to round-off errors, an orthogonalization
procedure is necessary to construct a basis vectors for the Krylov subspace. To this aim the
Arnoldi procedure is widely used, see Algorithm 1.

According to the notations in Algorithm 1 the following relation holds at each iteration k

AVk = Vk+1Hk, (3)

where Vk = {v1, . . . , vk}, Vk+1 = [Vk, vk+1], and Hk = (hi,j)1≤i≤k+1
1≤j≤k

.

2.2 Deflation of eigenvectors
Let S be an A-invariant subspace of dimension k ≥ 0 related to the smallest eigenvalues of the

matrix A. Let Z ∈ Cn×k be a matrix whose vectors form an orthonormal basis of the subspace
S. Let T be the projection of A on the subspace S, i.e., T = ZHAZ. We note that the following
relation holds

AZ = ZT.

RR n° 9206



6 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

Algorithm 1 Arnoldi (A, v1,m)

Require: normal vector v1 ∈ Cn, matrix A ∈ Cn×n, number of iterations m
Ensure: orthonormal basis vectors Vm, Hessenberg matrix Hm ∈ C(m+1)×m

1: for j = 1 : m do
2: w = Avj
3: for i = 1 : j do
4: hij = vHi w
5: end for
6: w = w −

∑j
i=1 hijvi

7: hj+1,j = ‖w‖2
8: if hj+1,j = 0 then
9: Set m = j, vm+1 = 0

10: else
11: vj+1 = w

hj+1,j

12: end if
13: Vm = [v1, · · · , vm], Vm+1 = [Vm, vm+1], Hm = (hij)i,j
14: end for

Let {λ1, . . . , λn} be the eigenvalues of A ordered increasingly by the magnitude of their absolute
value, i.e., |λ1| ≤ . . . ≤ |λn|. Consider the preconditioned system

(I + Z(T−1 − I)ZH)Ax = (I + Z(T−1 − I)ZH)b (4)

The following Theorem 1 can be found in [3]. It describes how to deflate the eigenvalues of the
matrix A by adding a low-rank correction.

Theorem 1 The eigenvalues of the matrix A+ Z(T−1 − I)ZHA are {1, . . . , 1, λk+1, . . . , λn}.

The equation (4) can be rewritten as :((
A− ZZHA

)
+ ZT−1ZHA

)
x =

((
b− ZZHb

)
+ ZT−1ZHb

)
In other words, to solve (1), we look for the solution in two subspaces, the first is inside S, the
second is outside S. The first finds the part of the solution that is generated by the basis vectors
V . This is done by solving the deflation subspace problem with the matrix T . The second finds
the part that is orthogonal to S. This part is left to the Krylov method. Since the eigenvectors
of the matrix are not orthogonal in general, we need at each iteration of the Krylov method
to correct the new computed basis vector. In [17], the authors present how to avoid doing this
correction at each iteration when the considered matrix is Hermitian Positive Definite (HPD).

2.3 Ritz pairs

In this paragraph we review the definition of Ritz pairs of a matrix related to a subspace.

Definition 1 Let B ∈ Cn×n and let S be a subspace of dimension k < n. We say that the pair
(u, θ) ∈ Cn × C is a Ritz pair of B related to the subspace S if{

u ∈ S,
yH(Bu− θu) = 0,∀y ∈ S. (5)

Inria



Recycling Krylov subspaces 7

In the case where the subspace S = Kk(A, b), the Ritz pairs of the matrix A correspond to

R = {(Vku, θ), Hku = θu},

see Algorithm 1. If we consider the subspace S = AKk(A, b), the Ritz pairs of the matrix A−1
correspond to

R = {(Vku, θ), H
H

k u = θHH
k Hku}.

Lemma 1 Let B ∈ Cm×m and let S be a subspace of dimension k < m that contains an eigenpair
(λ, u) of the matrix B. Let V ∈ Cm×k be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of
S. Then, there exists a vector w ∈ Ck such that (λ,w) is an eigenpair of V HBV , the restriction
of B to the subspace S. Furthermore, w = V Hu.

Proof 1 The proof is simple and direct.

In Section 4, we will review in detail the derivation of these Ritz pairs. Furthermore, we derive
the Ritz pairs relative to the singular vectors and values of A.

In the following, we review the GCRO-DR method and the construction of an abstract de-
flation subspace related to it.

2.4 GCRO-DR

We recall that CGRO-DR is an iterative method for solving a sequence of linear systems which
takes advantage of the history of previous search subspaces by performing recycling. In [10], the
authors present the algorithm with a deflation subspace related to the harmonic Ritz vectors.
We explain briefly the method. Given the sequence of linear systems Aix = bi, for i = 1, . . . , p,
where p > 1, the method GCRO-DR(m, k) works as the following. To solve the linear system
A1x = b1, the first cycle is performed as a usual GMRES cycle. The subspace relation that holds
at the end of the cycle is the usual Arnoldi relation :

A1Vm = Vm+1Hm.

The solution x1 and the residual r1 are computed as usual. Based on a given strategy, a column
matrix Pk ∈ Cm×k is computed (Section 4 details the computation of this matrix following
different strategies). This matrix is expanded by Vm to form the basis of the deflation subspace
Ỹk = VmPk. The image of the deflation subspace by A1 is computed

A1VmPk = Vm+1HmPk,

then orthonormalized,
Ck = Vm+1Q,

where Q stands for the unitary factor of the QR factorization of HmPk = QR. The relation that
holds at this stage is :

A1ỸkR
−1 = Ck.

We note Uk = ỸkR
−1. In order to avoid round-off errors, the vectors of Uk are normalized. We

note Dk the diagonal matrix such that the following holds

Ũk = UkD
−1
k ,

A1Ũk = CkDk.

RR n° 9206



8 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

At that moment, the method is ready to continue to the next cycle, m− k Arnoldi iterations
are performed with (I − CkCHk )A1 as an operator and the normalized residual as the starting
vector. The following relation holds

A1[Ũk, Vm−k] = [Ck, Vm−k+1]Gm,

where Vm−k+1 is the resulting orthonormal basis constructed by the Arnoldi procedure, Gm =(
Dk Bm−k
0 Hm−k

)
, Bm−k = CHk A1Vm−k andHm−k is the resulting Hessenberg matrix of the Arnoldi

procedure. The solution x and the residual r are computed following the constraint ‖r2‖2 =
‖r1 −A1x‖2 has a minimal norm over the subspace spanned by the columns of [Ũk, Vm−k]. The
extraction of the deflation subspace is performed as before by replacing the matrix Hm by Gm.
This cycle is repeated until the convergence is achieved. In order to solve the second linear system,
all what is necessary is to update the image of the deflation subspace, i.e., Ck, by the image of
the deflation subspace by the new matrix A2. Algorithm 2 presents the GCRO-DR method with
an abstract deflation subspace. We will discuss the deflation variants in Section 4.

Considering the notations in Algorithm 2, if the matrix Ỹk is not defined, then (3) holds.
Otherwise, the following relation holds

A[Ũk, Vm−k] = [Ck, Vm−k+1]

(
Dk Bm−k
0 Hm−k

)
. (6)

The matrix [Ck, Vm−k+1] is unitary, but this is not true, in general, for the matrix [Ũk, Vm−k].
In this case the subspace generated by the columns of Ũk, Vm−k is not a Krylov subspace.

In the following section we discuss the deflation of exact singular vectors.

3 Deflation based on singular vectors
As previously mentioned, the work of Simoncini on the convergence of several restarted Krylov

methods and its relation with the singular vectors associated to the smallest singular values [15]
motivated us to investigate the deflation based on singular vectors approximation. This section
introduces the deflation of singular vectors. Given a set of singular vectors (right or left), we
show how to deflate these vectors during the Krylov method.

Theorem 2 Let x∗ be the exact solution of (1). Let

A = UΣV H

be the singular value decomposition of A such that the singular values are ordered increasingly.
Let kτ be the number of singular values smaller than a given threshold τ > 0. Consider the
splitting of the SVD decomposition

A = U1Σ1V
H
1 + U2Σ2V

H
2 ,

where Σ2 ∈ Ckτ×kτ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the singular values smaller
than τ . Consider x̃ an approximate solution of the following linear system of equations

(I − U2U
H
2 )Ax = (I − U2U

H
2 )b, (7)

such that ‖x̂− x̃‖2 ≤ ε, where x̂ is an exact solution of (7) and ε > 0. Then, the following holds

‖x∗ − (I − V2V H2 )x̃− V2Σ−12 UH2 b‖2 ≤ ε.

Inria



Recycling Krylov subspaces 9

Algorithm 2 GCRO-DR
Require: the maximum dimension of the search subspace m, the dimension of the deflation

subspace k, the convergence tolerance ε, the initial guess x0.
Ensure: approximate solution x̃ of Ax = b.
1: initialization r0 = b−Ax0, i = 1
2: if Ỹk is defined (from solving a previous linear system) then
3: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of AỸk
4: Ck = Q
5: Uk = ỸkR

−1

6: x1 = x0 + UkC
H
k r0

7: r1 = r0 − CkCHk r0
8: else
9: v1 = r1/‖r1 ‖

10: c = ‖r0‖2e1
11: perform m steps of GMRES, solving min ‖c−Hmy‖2 for y and generating Vm+1 and Hm

12: x1 = x0 + Vmy
13: r1 = Vm+1(c−Hmy)
14: compute k deflation vectors Pk
15: Ỹk = VmPk
16: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of HmPk
17: Ck = Vm+1Q
18: Uk = ỸkR

−1

19: end if
20: while ‖ri‖2 > ε do
21: i = i+ 1
22: perform m − k Arnoldi steps with the linear operator (I − CkC

H
k )A, letting v1 =

ri−1/‖ri−1‖2 and generating Vm−k+1, Hm−k, and Bm−k = CHk AVm−k
23: let Dk be a diagonal scaling matrix such that Ũk = UkDk, where the columns of Ũk have

a unit norm
24: V̂m = [Ũk, Vm−k], Ŵm+1 = [Ck, Vm−k+1]

25: Gm =

(
Dk Bm−k
0 Hm−k

)
26: solve min‖Gmy − ŴH

m+1ri−1‖2 for y
27: xi = xi−1 + Vmy
28: ri = ri−1 − Ŵm+1Gmy
29: compute k deflation vectors Pk
30: Ỹk = V̂mPk
31: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of GmPk
32: Ck = Ŵm+1Q
33: Uk = ỸkR

−1

34: end while
35: let Ỹk = Uk

RR n° 9206



10 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

Proof 2 First, we remark that x∗ is a solution of (7) and the set of solutions of (7) can be
written as S = {x = x∗ + V2u, u ∈ Ckτ }. Indeed, let x be a solution of (7). Then,

Ax = (I − U2U
H
2 )b+ U2U

H
2 Ax,

Ax = Ax∗ − U2U
H
2 (b−Ax).

We multiply by A−1 both sides. We obtain

x = x∗ + V2Σ−12 UH2 (Ax− b)
= x∗ + V2Σ−12 (Σ2V

H
2 x− UH2 b)

= x∗ + V2V
H
2 x− V2Σ−12 UH2 b.

On the other side, each element of S is a solution of (7).
We have

V2V
H
2 x∗ = V2V

H
2 A−1b

= V2Σ−12 UH2 b.

Hence, we can write

x∗ = (I − V2V H2 )x∗ + V2V
H
2 x∗,

= (I − V2V H2 )x̂+ V2Σ−12 UH2 b,

thus,
x∗ − (I − V2V H2 )x̃− V2Σ−12 UH2 b = (I − V2V H2 )(x̂− x̃).

Finally, we obtain

‖x∗ − (I − V2V H2 )x̃− V2Σ−12 UH2 b‖2 ≤ ‖(I − V2V H2 )(x̂− x̃)‖2,
≤ ‖x̂− x̃‖2,
≤ ε.

Note that the matrix (I−U2U
H
2 )A is singular. However, solving the linear system of equations

(7) with a Krylov method is possible. The approximate solution of (1) can be recovered as

x = (I − V2V H2 )x̃+ V2x2,

where x2 = Σ−12 UH2 b and x̃ is the approximate solution given by the Krylov method.
The previous discussion is a generalization of the theory of deflation of eigenvectors for an

SPD matrix to a general invertible matrix developed in [17]. In the next section, we discuss
different approaches for recovering deflation information from a Krylov subspace. Two approaches
are based on approximating eigenvectors of the matrix, and these approaches can be found in
literature [8, 10]. A third approache is introduced here and it is based on approximating the right
singular vectors of the matrix.

4 Recovering deflation vectors
In this section, we derive three different types of deflation subspaces. These subspaces are

considered in the context of GCRO-DR [10]. In Section 2, we reviewed the method GCRO-DR for

Inria



Recycling Krylov subspaces 11

an abstract deflation subspace issued from the last Krylov subspace. Even though any deflation
vectors can be chosen for GCRO-DR, this choice has an impact on the convergence of the method.
Two types of deflation vectors have been presented in previous works [8, 3, 10]. They are based on
the smallest and largest Ritz values of the matrices A, A−1 respectively. During the GCRO-DR
method, one of the relations (3) and (6) holds. In the following, we present how to recover the
deflation vectors mentioned above. These strategies were introduced in previous works [8, 3, 10].
We present them for the sake of completeness. Afterwards, we introduce the deflation vectors
that are related to the right singular vectors.

We consider the following environment. Let K be a search subspace (Krylov subspace or else)
of dimension m associated to the matrix A, let V ∈ Cn×m be a matrix whose columns form a
basis of K. Let W ∈ Cn×(m+1) be a unitary matrix such that the following relation holds

AV = WG, (8)

where G ∈ C(m+1)×m is a Hessenberg matrix.
We will derive the eigenvalue problem that is solved in order to compute the deflation vec-

tors. For each approximation strategy, we formulate the computation following the notations in
Algorithm 2. Thus, we will distinguish two cases in each strategy, depending on whether the
deflation subspace already exists or not.

4.1 Approximation based on the smallest Ritz values of A

In this case, the Ritz pairs (u, θ) verify{
u ∈ K,
yH(Au− θu) = 0,∀y ∈ K.

Since the columns of V span the subspace K, we have

V H(AV w − θV w) = 0,

where u = V w. This can be written as

V HWGw = θV HV w.

By adapting the notations in Algorithm 2, the deflation vectors can be recovered by solving the
following eigenvalue problem

Hmw = θw, if Ỹk is not defined(
ŨHk Ck ŨHk Vm−k+1

0 (Im−k, 0)

)
Gmw = θ

(
ŨHk Ũk ŨHk Vm−k

V Hm−kŨk Im−k

)
w, if Ỹk is defined.

(9)

4.2 Approximation based on the largest Ritz values of A−1

To approximate the eigenvectors of A−1 we look for the approximate vectors in the subspace
AK. We write {

u ∈ AK,
y ⊥ (A−1u− θu),∀y ∈ AK,

RR n° 9206



12 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

The columns of AV span the subspace AK. Hence, we have

V HAH(V w − θAV w) = 0,

this can be written as
GHWHV w = θGHGw.

By using the notations of Algorithm 2, this requires solving the following generalized eigen-
value problem

H
H

mw = θHH
mHmw, if Ỹk is not defined

GHm

 CHk Ũk 0

V Hm−k+1Ũk

(
Im−k

0

)w = θGHmGmw, if Ỹk is defined.
(10)

We note that Morgan, in his paper [8], refers to the values θ−1 as the harmonic Ritz values.

4.3 Approximation based on the smallest Ritz values of AHA

We follow the definition of the Ritz pairs given in Definition 1. In order to approximate the
left singular vectors of the matrix A, we consider an approximation of the eigenvectors of the
matrix AHA. Thus, we are looking for the pair (u, θ) such that

u ∈ K,
y ⊥ (AHAu− θu),∀y ∈ K

The columns of V span the subspace K, the previous relation can be written as

V H(AHAV w − θV w) = 0,

where u = V w. This can be written as

GHGw = θV HV w.

The formulation of this eigenvalue problem in the context of Algorithm 2 is as follows
HH
mHmw = θw, if Ỹk is not defined

GHmGmw = θ

(
ŨHk Ũk 0

0 Im−k

)
w, if Ỹk is defined.

(11)

5 Deflation subspace reduction
In this section we introduce a strategy to reduce the dimension of the deflation subspace.

Consider a sequence of linear systems solved by GCRO-DR. This method builds or updates
a deflation subspace during the solution of each linear system in the sequence. This deflation
subspace is used in the solution of the following system. Since the matrices in the sequence can
differ, updating the deflation subspace, which is constructed during the previous system, may
not be useful anymore. When the matrices are Hermitian, the worst case that can happen is
that the deflation subspace does not improve the convergence ; see [17]. However, this is not
the case for non-Hermitian matrices, where an improper choice of the deflation subspace may
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Recycling Krylov subspaces 13

even deteriorate the convergence. Thus, one needs a strategy to reduce the dimension of the
deflation subspace judiciously if necessary. Such strategy should keep in the reduced deflation
subspace a vector which well approximates an eigenvector of (A,AHA, or A−1) depending on
the deflation strategy. The motivation for this constraint is the following. Let B be the matrix
related to the deflation strategy (B = A,AHA, or A−1). Suppose that the deflation subspace
contains an exact eigenvector u of B associated to the eigenvalue θ that is smaller than (τ, τ2, or 1

τ ,
respectively), where τ > 0 is a predefined value. Lemma 1 proves that the projection of the vector
u to the deflation subspace is an eigenvector of the projected matrix to the deflation subspace.
The threshold τ can be chosen to be relative either with respect to the largest approximated
eigenvalue or the largest approximated singular value depending on the deflation strategy. Hence,
for each strategy of recycling, presented in Section 4, the reduction strategy is associated to it,
i.e., if the recycling strategy deflates the Ritz vectors associated to the small (resp. large) Ritz
values (corresponding to the search subspace), the reduction strategy disregards the Ritz vectors
associated to the large (resp. small) Ritz values (corresponding to the deflation subspace). The
reduced subspace is a subset of the original deflation subspace.

In the following, we derive the generalized eigenvalue problems that are necessary to perform
the reduction of the deflation subspace. We suppose that the columns of the unitary matrix Z
span the deflation subspace S. Table 1 presents the eigenvalue problems to solve in order to
reduce the deflation subspace corresponding to each strategy of deflation.

Reference matrix Eigenvalue problem Disregarded part
A ZHAZw = θw largest magnitude
A−1 ZHAHZw = θZHAHAZw smallest magnitude
AHA ZHAHAZw = θw largest magnitude

Table 1 – Generalized eigenvalue problems reducing the deflation subspace, Reference matrix
stands for the matrix whose eigenvectors are approximated, Eigenvalue problem refers to the
problem to solve in order to reduce the deflation subspace, Disregarded part refers to the part of
the spectrum to which are associated the disregarded vectors.

We note that for the case of an approximation of singular vectors it is more robust to perform
an SVD factorization of AZ rather than solving the eigenvalue problem ZHAHAZw = θw.

Algorithm 3 Deflation subspace reduction
Require: matrix A, deflation basis vectors Ỹ , threshold τ , def the matrix to which the deflation

subspace is related
Ensure: reduced deflation basis vectors Ỹ
1: compute the QR factorization of Ỹ = ZR
2: if def = A then
3: solve ZHAZw = θw
4: else if def = A−1 then
5: solve ZHAHAZw = θZHAHZw
6: else if def = AHA then
7: solve ZHAHAZw = θ2w
8: end if
9: form Ỹ whose columns are Zw where w is an eigenvector associated θ < τ

Here, we propose the method Generalized Minimal Residual with Modified Deflated Res-
tarting (GMRES-MDR), Algorithm 4. This method is based on the GCRO-DR method. The
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Vm−kCk
~Uk

Figure 1 – Deflation and search subspace basis vectors storage for GMRES-MDR method

main difference is that an estimation of the previous deflation subspace (when the matrix in the
sequence changes) is performed in order to keep only necessary vectors.

6 Parallel design of GMRES-MDR

In this section, we describe the parallel design of the method GMRES-MDR. At first we
describe the distribution of data over processors. Then, we analyse the cost of the method and
compare the three variations related to the deflation that we use in our implementation.

6.1 Data distribution

Matrices and vectors in our implementation can be separated into two types, distributed and
redundant. The matrix A and the search subspace (Krylov and deflation) vectors are distribu-
ted in block row wise. All matrices and vectors whose both dimensions are less than or equal
to the dimension of the search subspace are stored redundantly on each processor. Using this
distribution, the application of the sparse operator requires communication between neighbour
processors. Only dot product operations require global communication.

In the following, we describe how data is stored in memory.

6.1.1 Memory management

Dense matrices in iterative solvers are usually stored in one of two ways, either in column
major or in row major. We use column major format due to constraints in the reservoir simulator.
The vectors of the search subspace are stored in full storage scheme since they do not have a
special structure. We refer the reader to [6] for more details on storage scheme structures. In
our implementation, all dense matrices are stored in full storage scheme. Figure 1 shows how
the vectors of the basis are stored in memory. This order Ũk, Ck, Vm−k, in column ordering, has
the following advantage. The orthogonalization steps in the Arnoldi procedure and the deflation
correction can be done simultaneously. Sparse matrices are stored in the Compressed Sparse Row
(CSR) storage scheme.

6.2 Parallel interaction environment and implementation language

We use message passing interface MPI [16] for communication between processors and we use
OpenMP for multithreading. These two libraries are compatible with the language C that we
chose to use.

Inria



Recycling Krylov subspaces 15

Algorithm 4 GMRES-MDR
Require: the maximum dimension of the search subspace m, the maximum dimension of the

deflation subspace kmax, the convergence tolerance ε, the initial guess x0, the matrix to which
the deflation subspace is related def , τ threshold of reduction of the deflation subspace.

Ensure: approximate solution x̃ of Ax = b.
1: initialization r0 = b−Ax0, i = 1, k = kmax
2: if Ỹk is defined (from solving a previous linear system) then
3: call Algorithms 3 and get Ỹk, where k is the number of columns in Ỹk
4: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of AỸk
5: Ck = Q
6: Uk = ỸkR

−1

7: x1 = x0 + UkC
H
k r0

8: r1 = r0 − CkCHk r0
9: else

10: v1 = r1/‖r1 ‖
11: c = ‖r0‖2e1
12: perform m steps of GMRES, solving min ‖c−Hmy‖2 for y and generating Vm+1 and Hm

13: x1 = x0 + Vmy
14: r1 = Vm+1(c−Hmy)
15: compute k deflation vectors Pk following def and Section 4
16: Ỹk = VmPk
17: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of HmPk
18: Ck = Vm+1Q
19: Uk = ỸkR

−1

20: end if
21: while ‖ri‖2 > ε do
22: i = i+ 1
23: perform m − k Arnoldi steps with the linear operator (I − CkC

H
k )A, letting v1 =

ri−1/‖ri−1‖2 and generating Vm−k+1, Hm−k, and Bm−k = CHk AVm−k
24: let Dk be a diagonal scaling matrix such that Ũk = UkDk, where the columns of Ũk have

a unit norm
25: V̂m = [Ũk, Vm−k], Ŵm+1 = [Ck, Vm−k+1]

26: Gm =

(
Dk Bm−k
0 Hm−k

)
27: solve min‖Gmy − ŴH

m+1ri−1‖2 for y
28: xi = xi−1 + Vmy
29: ri = ri−1 − Ŵm+1Gmy
30: set k = kmax compute k deflation vectors Pk following def and Section 4
31: Ỹk = V̂mPk
32: let [Q,R] be the QR factorization of GmPk
33: Ck = Ŵm+1Q
34: Uk = ỸkR

−1

35: end while
36: let Ỹk = Uk
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16 H. Al Daas & L. Grigori

Operations cost (flops)
Preparation of the residual, the solution, and the starting vector n(3k + 4)
Arnoldi orthonormalization n(m2 + 4(m− k)− k2)
Hessenberg and residual updates 2m2 − 2mk + k2 +m− k
Solve the least squares problem and expand the solution nm+ 1

2
(m2 + 3m)

Prepare matrices and solve GEVP (Ritz A) n(mk + k2 + k) + 68m3 + 2m2

Prepare matrices and solve GEVP (Ritz A−1) nmk + 68m3 + 2m2

Prepare matrices and solve GEVP (Ritz AHA) nk2 + 15m3 +m2

Prepare Ck and Ũk nk(2m+ 3) +m2k +m( 5k
2+3k
2

)− 2
3
k3

Table 2 – Detailed computation cost of one cycle of GMRES-MDR supposing that k deflation
vector exist. The maximum dimension of the search subspace is m. GEVP stands for generalized
eigenvalue problem. Ritz A, Ritz A−1, and Ritz AHA refer to the deflation strategy.

Since GMRES-MDR, does not need an explicit coefficient matrix, we use a reverse commu-
nication interface (RCI) [2]. Algorithms 5, 6 present the schemes of the RCI loop and the RCI
routine, respectively.

Algorithm 5 RCI loop
1: ido = 0
2: while ido ! = 99 do
3: call the reverse communication interface routine 6 and get the value of ido
4: if ido == 1 then
5: apply the preconditioned operator
6: end if
7: if ido == 2 then
8: apply the preconditioner
9: end if

10: end while

6.3 Cost analysis

Here, we compare the cost of one cycle of presented variations of GMRES-MDR to the
cost of the classical GMRES method. Since the cost of the sparse matrix vector multiplication
depends on the sparsity of the matrix A, we do not take it into account in our analysis. In our
analysis of the cost of GMRES-MDR, we suppose that the deflation vectors exist i.e., starting
from the second cycle. The computation costs consider the real-valued matrices and vectors. The
computation costs of the generalized eigenvalue problems can be found in [4]. In Table 2, we
detail the computation cost of one cycle of GMRES-MDR(m, k). Table 3 shows a comparison
between the computation costs of the variants of GMRES-MDR and the classical GMRES. In
Table 4, we detail the communication cost of one cycle of GMRES-MDR(m, k). Table 5 presents
a comparison of communication costs of one cycle between the variants of GMRES-MDR and
the classical GMRES. It is clear that the computation cost of the SVD variation is the smallest
compared to the two other deflation strategies. This cost can be written as :

C(n,m, k) = n(m2 + (2k + 5)m+ 2k + 4) +m2(k +
7

2
) +m

5k2 − k + 5

2
− 2

3
k3 + k2 − k.
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Algorithm 6 RCI routine
Require: ido the interface indicator, parameters of the solver
1: static variable status = 0
2: if ido == 0 then
3: set up the solver using the parameters
4: if deflation vectors exist then
5: set ido = 1, status = −1
6: return to apply the preconditioned operator on the deflation vectors
7: else
8: status = 1
9: end if

10: end if
11: if status = −1 then
12: prepare the deflation vectors and matrices
13: set ido = 10, status = 1
14: return
15: end if
16: if status = 1 then
17: prepare for the Arnoldi procedure
18: set ido = 1, status = 2 and return
19: end if
20: if status = 2 then
21: orthogonalization of new basis vector and Hessenberg operations and stopping criterion
22: if convergence and max interior iteration are not achieved then
23: ido = 1, status = 2
24: return to apply the preconditioned operator on the last basis vector
25: else
26: solve the least squares problem and recover the solution
27: compute the deflation subspace
28: if convergence or the max outer iteration is achieved then
29: ido = 2, status = 99
30: return to recover the unpreconditioned solution
31: else if max interior iteration is achieved then
32: ido = 1, status = 3
33: return to apply the preconditioned operator on the solution
34: end if
35: end if
36: end if
37: if status = 3 then
38: compute the residual
39: set ido = 10, status = 1 and return
40: end if
41: if status = 99 then
42: set ido = 99, status = 0 and return
43: end if
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Method cost(flops)
GMRES(m) C(n,m, 0)− 2n−m2

GMRES-MDR(m, k) (Ritz A) C(n,m, k) + nk(m+ 1) +m2

GMRES-MDR(m, k) (Ritz A−1) C(n,m, k) + nk(m− k) +m2

GMRES-MDR(m, k) (Ritz AHA) C(n,m, k)

Table 3 – Comparison of computation cost of one cycle of GMRES-MDR (supposing that k
deflation vector exist) and classical GMRES. The maximum dimension of the search subspace is
m. GEVP stands for generalized eigenvalue problem. Ritz A, Ritz A−1, and Ritz AHA refer to the
deflation strategy. C(n,m, k) = n(m2+(2k+5)m+2k+4)+m2(k+ 7

2 )+m 5k2−k+5
2 − 2

3k
3+k2−k.

Operations messages words
Preparation of the residual, the solution, and the starting vector 2 (k, 1)
Arnoldi orthonormalization at iteration j 2 (j + k, 1)
Prepare matrices for GEVP (Ritz A) 1 k(m+ k + 1)
Prepare matrices for GEVP (Ritz A−1) 1 k(m+ 1)
Prepare matrices for GEVP (Ritz AHA) 1 k2

Prepare Ũk 1 k

Table 4 – Detailed communication costs of one cycle of GMRES-MDR supposing that k deflation
vectors exist. The maximum dimension of the search subspace is m. GEVP stands for generalized
eigenvalue problem. Ritz A, Ritz A−1, and Ritz AHA refer to the deflation strategy. When the
operation counts 2 messages the number of words is separated into two quantities corresponding
to each message. The Arnoldi procedure uses the classical Gram-Schmidt variation.

Method messages
GMRES(m) 2m+ 1
GMRES-MDR(m, k) 2m− 2k + 4

Table 5 – Cost analysis of one cycle of GMRES-MDR (supposing that k deflation vectors exist)
and classical GMRES. The maximum dimension of the search subspace is m. GEVP stands for
generalized eigenvalue problem. Ritz A, Ritz A−1, and Ritz AHA refer to the deflation strategy.
C(n,m, k) = n(m2 + (2k + 5)m+ 2k + 4) +m2(k + 7

2 ) +m 5k2−k+5
2 − 2

3k
3 + k2 − k.
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To give an illustration of the difference between the computation cost of the SVD variant of
GMRES-MDR and the classical GMRES, we can set m = 2k. Then the difference is

C(n, 2k, k)− C(n, 2k, 0) = n(k2 + 2k + 2) + (9− 2

3
)k3 + 4k2 − 3k.

However, it is sufficient that k > 1 to make the communication cost of GMRES-MDR smaller
than the communication cost of the classical GMRES.

7 Numerical experiments
In this section we illustrate the impact of the proposed method on the convergence of se-

quences of linear systems arising from reservoirs simulations. We present sequential experiments
performed in MATLAB as well as parallel experiments. Our set of test cases are obtained from
the in-house prototype code at Total, which simulates a complex enhanced oil recovery (EOR)
mechanism. This simulator relies on a finite volume discretization and a two-point flux approxi-
mation. We have two sequences of linear systems denoted with initials BIGCO24 and BIGP1.
BIGCO24 corresponds to a simulation of water and gaz injection using a compositional model
(8 hydrocarbon components). The permeability field is heterogeneous. The grid has 83587 active
cells. BIGP1 comes from the simulation of water injection using a black-oil model. The per-
meability field is heterogeneous (sector model from a real field case). The grid has 42332 active
cells.

7.1 MATLAB numerical experiments
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SVD vs EV deflation

SVD deflated GMRES

EV deflated GMRES

GMRES

Figure 2 – Convergence history, singular vectors deflated GMRES against eigenvectors defla-
ted GMRES. The convergence history of non-deflated GMRES is also plotted, results for the
matrix BIGP1 in MATLAB 2017. The 20 computed approximated vectors (singular vectors and
eigenvectors) are approximated up to a tolerance of 10−6.

Figure 2 shows the impact of deflating the left singular vectors related to the smallest singular
values. In each variant 20 vectors are computed approximately to a tolerance of 10−6. The
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Figure 3 – Comparison between three variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV, and HEV
stand for the deflation methods related to the matrices AHA, A and A−1, respectively. The
maximum dimension of the search subspace is 30. The maximum dimension of the deflation
subspace is 5. Fifteen linear systems in the sequence BIGP1 are solved, three matrices each one
5 times, with different right-hand sides (for index i the three methods share the same right-hand
side). On the left no reduction of the deflation subspace is performed, on the right a reduction
of the deflation subspace is performed with a threshold 10−3.

deflation of the eigenvectors corresponds to (4) that we rewrite here,

(I + Z(T−1 − I)ZH)Ax = (I + Z(T−1 − I)ZH)b,

where Z is a unitary matrix whose columns span the approximated eigenspace. The deflation of
the singular vectors follows the Theorem 2. We write the preconditioned linear system

(I − U2U
H
2 )Ax = (I − U2U

H
2 )b,

where U2 = AV2Σ−12 stands for the approximated left singular vectors. The solution is recovered
as x = (I−V2V H2 )x̄+V2x2, where x̄ is the solution obtained by GMRES and x2 = Σ−12 UH2 b. We
remark that the speed of convergence for both deflated variants are approximately the same with
a small advantage for the SVD deflation. Furthermore, in the first iterations the SVD deflated
GMRES has a sharp convergence curve while the curve corresponding to the eigenvectors deflated
GMRES stagnates for a number of iterations. This phenomenon is important for our application.
In each Newton iteration during the simulation of a reservoir the linearized system is solved by
using the CPR solver. An iteration of the latter solves the linear system associated to the pressure
variable. This matrix does not change during the CPR solve, only the right-hand side changes.
In practice, a large threshold of convergence for the pressure level is sufficient. Thus, having
stagnation at the beginning of the method, even for a small number of iterations, can impact the
global number of iterations over the entire simulation. The relative tolerance of convergence in
the experiments related to the sequences of linear systems is fixed to 10−1.

As it was noted in the thesis of Parks [11], the choice of the deflation subspace has an impact
on the convergence of sequences of linear systems. Figure 3 does not only confirm this note but
also shows how it might be possible that in some configurations the deflation subspace becomes a
problem and leads to the stagnation of the residual norm. We solve thirty linear systems related
to three newton steps for each deflation strategy. Each newton step is solved by ten iterations
of a CPR solver. In order to make a fair comparison and avoid the eventual large components
of the right-hand sides on special eigenvectors or singular vectors, we generate random right-
hand sides with seeds corresponding to the index of the linear system, from one to thirty. In the
same figure we show the impact of the reduction of the deflation subspace. Figure 4 shows how
the reduction strategy keeps the efficiency of the method when the existing deflation subspace
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Figure 4 – Comparison between three variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV, and HEV
stand for the deflation methods related to the matrices AHA, A and A−1, respectively. The
maximum dimension of the search subspace is 30. The maximum dimension of the deflation
subspace is 5. Thirty linear systems in the sequence BIGCO24 are solved, three matrices each
one 10 times, with different right-hand sides (for index i the three methods share the same
right-hand side). On the left no reduction of the deflation subspace is performed, on the right a
reduction of the deflation subspace is performed with a threshold 10−3.

is useful. There might be some unnecessary small increase in the number of iterations due to
reducing the deflation subspace. It is possible to apply the reduction strategy after one restart
cycle of a new system. This also helps measure the efficiency of the deflation subspace based on
the relative residual norm at the end of this cycle. Either we keep it or we reduce it. Our numerical
experiments lead to two remarks. The first is that deflating the Ritz pairs related to A is efficient
when no deflation subspace exists. The second is that deflating the Ritz pairs related to AHA
needs more iterations that the one related to A in order to be efficient. To benefit from both
subspaces we propose a simple criterion based on the relative residual during the restart cycle
to choose adaptively the subspace of deflation. Figures 5 and 6 present numerical experiments
on the same two previous sequences. Figures 7 and 8 present the history of the residual norm
corresponding to each strategy of deflation. As we noted previously, we notice that the reduction
of the residual norm starting from the first iteration makes the SVD variant has more advantage
against other strategies. The total iteration numbers in the BIGCO24 sequence corresponding to
the deflation related to A, A−1, and the alternating (A, AHA) is 418, 374, and 163, respectively.
We also notice that using the adaptive alternate deflation between the Ritz pairs of A and AHA
has the benefit of both strategies, quick useful deflation subspace and quick reduction of residual
norm. Moreover in this example we see how the residual norm stagnates starting from the third
matrix systems with the harmonic Ritz-based deflation subspace. The total iteration numbers in
the BIGP1 sequence corresponding to the deflation strategies related to A, and the alternating
(A, AHA) is 1062 and 686, respectively.

7.2 Parallel numerical experiments
In this section we present the numerical experiments of our implementation of the method

GMRES-MDR. All experiments are performed on the supercomputer PANGEA at TOTAL. We
had access to a maximum of 1024 nodes. Each node has 16 cores. Our set of test matrices
consists of the matrices SPE10 and Grid2D-2000x2000. We solve two sequences, each of nine
linear systems in which the matrix is fixed. The right-hand sides are different for each linear
system in the sequence. All variants have the same right-hand side for the ith linear system,
i = 1, . . . , 9. The matrix is SPE10 ∈ Rn×n where n is the number of unknowns n = 1094421,
the number of the non-zero elements nnz = 7478141. SPE10 corresponds to a simulation of
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Figure 5 – Comparison between four variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV, and HEV
stand for the deflation method related to the matrices AHA, A, and A−1, respectively. SVD-
adap stands for an adaptive strategy that alternates the deflation between SVD and REV based
on the relative residual norm during the cycle. Fifteen linear systems in the sequence BIGP1
are solved, three matrices each one 5 times, with different right-hand sides (for index i the three
methods share the same right-hand side).
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Figure 6 – Comparison between three variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV, and HEV
stand for the deflation method related to the matrices AHA, A, and A−1, respectively. SVD-adap
stands for an adaptive strategy that alternates the deflation between SVD and REV based on
the relative residual norm during the cycle. The maximum dimension of the search subspace is
30. The maximum dimension of the deflation subspace is 5. Thirty linear systems in the sequence
BIGCO24 are solved, three matrices each one 10 times, with different right-hand sides (for index
i the three methods share the same right-hand side).
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Figure 7 – History of residual norm in a sequence of linear systems (a peak corresponds to the
beginning of a new linear system). Comparison between three variants of deflation subspaces.
SVD, REV, and HEV stand for the deflation method related to the matrices AHA, A, and A−1,
respectively. The SVD variant uses an adaptive strategy that alternates the deflation between
SVD and REV deflation methods based on the relative residual norm during the cycle. The
maximum dimension of the search subspace is 30. The maximum dimension of the deflation
subspace is 5. Thirty linear systems in the sequence BIGCO24 are solved, three matrices each
one 10 times, with different right-hand sides (for index i the three methods share the same
right-hand side).
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Figure 8 – History of residual norm in a sequence of linear systems (a peak corresponds to the
beginning of a new linear system). Comparison between three variants of deflation subspaces.
SVD, REV, and HEV stand for the deflation method related to the matrices AHA, A, and A−1,
respectively. The SVD variant uses an adaptive strategy that alternates the deflation between
SVD and REV based on the relative residual norm during the cycle. The maximum dimension
of the search subspace is 30. The maximum dimension of the deflation subspace is 5. Fifteen
linear systems in the sequence BIGP1 are solved, three matrices each one 5 times, with different
right-hand sides (for index i the three methods share the same right-hand side).
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Figure 9 – Comparison between runtime of three variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV
and HEV stand for subspace method related to the matrices AHA, A and A−1, respectively. The
maximum dimension of the subspace is 60. The maximum dimension of the deflation subspace
is 20. Nine linear systems sharing the same matrix, Grid2D-2000x2000, with different right-hand
sides (for index i the three methods share the same right-hand side) are solved.

a black oil with a heterogeneous permeability field [1]. The grid has 1094421 active cells. The
matrix Grid2D-2000x2000 ∈ Rn×n, where n is the number of unknowns n = 4×106, the number
of non-zero elements nnz = 2 × 107. This matrix corresponds to a discretization of a pressure
system in which the permeability field follows a log-normal distribution with standard deviation
σ = 3 and a mean µ = log(500). The discretized domain is the unit square with 2000 × 2000
grid points. In all experiments, a linear system is solved to warm up the machine before solving
each sequence. Figure 9 shows the scalability of the three variants discussed in Section 4. The
sequence of linear systems is related to the test matrix Grid2D-2000x2000. The number of nodes
(processors) varies from 16 up to 1024 with 2 cores per processor. A block Jacobi preconditioner
with LU factorization in each block is used. The number of blocks is equal to the number of
processors. In Listing 1 and Listing 2, we present two post-analysis of GMRES-MDR with SVD
deflation variant that is associated to Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the scalability of the three
variants discussed in Section 4. The sequence of linear systems is related to the test matrix
SPE10. The number of nodes (processors) varies from 16 up to 256, 1 core per MPI processor.
A block Jacobi preconditioner with ILU(0) factorization in each block is used. The number of
blocks is equal to the number of processors. We notice that the three variants scale well with a
smaller runtime for the SVD variant. We note that the runtime for the three variants of deflation
does not scale on 512 nodes in the test case SPE10. See Figure 11 and the discussion below for
the explanation. Figure 11 shows the percentage of the average time (over all processors) spent in
the operations during the solution of a representative linear system of the sequence by using the
SVD deflation strategy. This runtime corresponds to a solution of the system on 256 nodes. We
remark that the time spent in the computation of the generalized eigenvalue problem becomes
much more important than all other operations. This explains why the scaling of the runtime
stopped for this sequence after 256 nodes.
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Listing 1 – Post analysis of GMRES-MDR with SVD deflation variant. First linear system in the
sequence Grid2D-2000x2000.
So lve r in fo rmat ion :
Number o f p r o c e s s o r s : 1024
Number o f threads : 2
Precond i t i one r : LU o f b lock Jacobi
Orthogona l i za t i on s t r a t e gy : Double Block C l a s s i c a l Gram−Schmidt
De f l a t i on s t r a t e gy : SVD va lue s
Max dimension o f search subspace : 60
Max dimension o f d e f l a t i o n subspace : 20
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Post an a l y s i s :
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Number o f i t e r a t i o n s : 1395
Number o f c y c l e s : 36
Res idua l norm : 9.96438063135672 e−02
Re la t i v e r e s i d u a l norm : 9.96438063135672 e−02
Re la t i v e t o l e r an c e o f convergence : 1 .00000000000000 e−01
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Times over p r o c e s s o r s : MAX | MIN | AVERAGE

Total : 3 .237501 | 3 .237501 | 3 .237501 s
Precond i t i on ing : 1 .577664 | 1 .209435 | 1 .294308 s
SPMV : 0.447073 | 0 .081644 | 0 .166228 s
SPMV Diag : 0 .031328 | 0 .025887 | 0 .026805 s
SPMV Off Diag : 0 .068317 | 0 .016273 | 0 .044505 s
SPMV Comm : 0.322190 | 0 .036086 | 0 .090636 s
Def lat ionComputation : 0 .280072 | 0 .275017 | 0 .276312 s
DeflationComm : 0.021925 | 0 .016195 | 0 .020721 s
Orthogona l i za t i on : 1 .539758 | 1 .132159 | 1 .445061 s
Orthogona l i za t i on Comm : 1.094884 | 0 .642479 | 0 .984363 s
HessenbergOperat ions : 0 .002427 | 0 .002085 | 0 .002221 s

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Figure 10 – Comparison between runtime of three variants of deflation subspaces. SVD, REV
and HEV stand for subspace method related to the matrices AHA, A and A−1, respectively. The
maximum dimension of the subspace is 30. The maximum dimension of the deflation subspace
is 10. Nine linear systems sharing the same matrix, SPE10, with different right-hand sides (for
index i the three methods share the same right-hand side) are solved.
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Listing 2 – Post analysis of GMRES-MDR with SVD deflation variant. Ninth linear system in
the sequence Grid2D-2000x2000.
So lve r in fo rmat ion :
Number o f p r o c e s s o r s : 1024
Number o f threads : 2
Precond i t i one r : LU o f b lock Jacobi
Orthogona l i za t i on s t r a t e gy : Double Block C l a s s i c a l Gram−Schmidt
De f l a t i on s t r a t e gy : SVD va lue s
Max dimension o f search subspace : 60
Max dimension o f d e f l a t i o n subspace : 20
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Post an a l y s i s :
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Number o f i t e r a t i o n s : 39
Number o f c y c l e s : 1
Res idua l norm : 9.99391435927701 e−02
Re la t i v e r e s i d u a l norm : 9.99391435927701 e−02
Re la t i v e t o l e r an c e o f convergence : 1 .00000000000000 e−01
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Times over p r o c e s s o r s : MAX | MIN | AVERAGE

Total : 0 .069219 | 0 .069219 | 0 .069219 s
Precond i t i on ing : 0 .038246 | 0 .034066 | 0 .036175 s
SPMV : 0.006581 | 0 .002130 | 0 .004383 s
SPMV Diag : 0 .001015 | 0 .000734 | 0 .000759 s
SPMV Off Diag : 0 .001926 | 0 .000461 | 0 .001252 s
SPMV Comm : 0.004382 | 0 .000921 | 0 .002392 s
Def lat ionComputation : 0 .003500 | 0 .003277 | 0 .003379 s
DeflationComm : 0.000360 | 0 .000173 | 0 .000268 s
Orthogona l i za t i on : 0 .025600 | 0 .020788 | 0 .023068 s
Orthogona l i za t i on Comm : 0.013947 | 0 .008824 | 0 .011384 s
HessenbergOperat ions : 0 .000074 | 0 .000053 | 0 .000063 s

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Figure 11 – Average time (over processors) of different operations in GMRES-MDR as a per-
centage of the total runtime. The communication and the computation part of the deflation and
the orthogonalization are separated. This runtime corresponds to the solution of a representative
linear system during the sequence. Number of nodes = 256. Deflation strategy is the SVD.
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8 Conclusion

In this chapter we reviewed the deflation concept in Krylov iterative methods. Usual choice
of deflation subspaces is related to the approximation of eigenvectors. Based on the study in
[15] we introduced the deflation of singular vectors. Since we are interested in solving a sequence
of linear systems, we reviewed the method GCRO-DR [10] with an abstract deflation subspace.
Two previously introduced subspaces are briefly presented. Afterwards, we proposed a deflation
subspace related to an approximation of singular vectors. To validate the proposed strategy, a
comparison between the three variants was made on different sequences arising from reservoirs
simulations. This validation was performed on a sequential code as well as on a parallel code.
The numerical experiments demonstrated the impact of choosing the SVD variant. The gain
in the global iteration count is up to 40%. Concerning the parallel implementation, the SVD
variant gave better performance than other variants on a short sequence of linear systems. This
improvement would be of larger impact when the length of the sequence of linear systems is
longer.
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